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Based on a sample of 300 million K S mesons produced in φ → KL K S decays recorded by the KLOE 
experiment at the DA�NE e+e− collider we have measured the branching fraction for the decay K S →
πμν . The K S mesons are identified by the interaction of KL mesons in the detector. The K S → πμν
decays are selected by a boosted decision tree built with kinematic variables and by a time-of-flight 
measurement. Signal efficiencies are evaluated with data control samples of KL → πμν decays. A fit 
to the reconstructed muon mass distribution finds 7223 ± 180 signal events. Normalising to the K S →
π+π− decay events the result for the branching fraction is B(K S → πμν) = (4.56 ± 0.11stat ± 0.17syst) ×
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K 0 meson
Semileptonic decay

10−4. It is the first measurement of this decay mode and the result allows an independent determination 
of |V us| and a test of the lepton-flavour universality.

© 2020 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

The branching fraction for semileptonic decays of charged and 
neutral kaons together with the lifetime measurements are used to 
determine the |V us| element of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa 
quark mixing matrix. The relation among the matrix elements of 
the first row, |V ud|2 + |V us|2 + |V ub|2 = 1, provides the most strin-
gent test of the unitarity of the quark mixing matrix. Different fac-
tors contribute to the uncertainty in determining |V us| from kaon 
decays [1–3] and among the six semileptonic decays the contribu-
tion of the lifetime uncertainty is smallest for the K S meson. Nev-
ertheless, given the lack of pure high-intensity K S meson beams 
contrary to the case of K ± and K L mesons, the K S → πeν decay 
provides the least precise determination of |V us|, and the branch-
ing fraction B(K S → πμν) has not yet been measured. Measure-
ment of this decay mode allows an independent determination 
of |V us| and to extend the test of lepton-flavour universality to 
K S semileptonic decays by comparison with the expected value of 
(4.69 ± 0.06) × 10−4 [4] derived from B(K S → πeν).

We present a measurement of the K S → πμν branching frac-
tion performed by the KLOE experiment at the DA�NE φ–factory 
of the Frascati National Laboratory based on an integrated lumi-
nosity of 1.6 fb−1. DA�NE [5] is an electron–positron collider run-
ning at the centre-of-mass energy of 1.02 GeV colliding e+ and 
e− beams at an angle of π−0.025 rad and with a bunch-crossing 
period of 2.71 ns. The φ mesons are produced with a small trans-
verse momentum of 13 MeV and K L –K S pairs are produced almost 
back-to-back with a cross section times the φ → K L K S branching 
fraction of about 1 μb. The beam energy, the energy spread, the 
beams transverse momentum and the position of the interaction 
point are measured using Bhabha scattering events [6].

The K S (K L ) mesons are identified (tagged) by the observa-
tion of a K L (K S ) meson in the opposite hemisphere. This tag-
ging procedure allows the selection efficiency for K S → πμν to 
be evaluated with good accuracy using a sample of the abun-
dant decay K L → πμν tagged by the detection of K S → π+π−
decays. The branching fraction is extracted normalising the num-
ber of K S → πμν events to the number of K S → π+π− events 
recorded in the same dataset.

2. The KLOE detector

The detector1 consists of a large-volume cylindrical drift cham-
ber, surrounded by a lead/scintillating fibres finely-segmented 
calorimeter. A superconducting coil around the calorimeter pro-
vides a 0.52 T axial magnetic field. The beam pipe at the inter-
action region is spherical in shape with 10 cm radius, made of a 
0.5 mm thick beryllium-aluminum alloy. Final-focus quadrupoles 
are located at ±50 cm from the interaction region. Two small 
lead/scintillating-tile calorimeters [7] are wrapped around the 
quadrupoles.

The drift chamber [8], 4 m in diameter and 3.3 m long, has 
12582 drift cells arranged in 58 concentric rings with alternating 
stereo angles and is filled with a low-density gas mixture of 90% 

1 KLOE uses a coordinate system where the z axis is the bisector of the electron 
and positron beams, x and y axes define the transverse plane, the polar angle is 
relative to the z axis.
helium–10% isobutane. The chamber shell is made of carbon fibre-
epoxy composite with an internal wall of 1.1 mm thickness at 25 
cm radius. The spatial resolution is σxy = 0.15 mm and σz = 2
mm in the transverse and longitudinal projections, respectively. 
The momentum resolution is σpT /pT = 0.4%, tracks vertices are re-
constructed with a spatial resolution of about 3 mm.

The calorimeter [9] is divided into a barrel and two endcaps 
and covers 98% of the solid angle. The readout granularity is 4.4 ×
4.4 cm2, for a total of 2440 cells arranged in five layers. Each cell 
is read out at both ends by photomultipliers. The energy deposits 
are obtained from signal amplitudes while the arrival time and the 
position along the fibres are obtained from time differences be-
tween the two signals. Cells close in time and space are grouped 
into energy clusters. The cluster energy E is the sum of the cell 
energies, the cluster time and position are energy-weighted aver-
ages. Energy and time resolutions are σE/E = 0.057/

√
E (GeV) and 

σt = 54 ps/
√

E (GeV)⊕100 ps, respectively. The cluster spatial res-
olution is σ‖ = 1.4 cm/

√
E (GeV) along the fibres and σ⊥ = 1.3 cm 

in the orthogonal direction.
The first-level trigger [10] uses both the calorimeter and the 

drift chamber information; the calorimeter trigger requires two en-
ergy deposits with E > 50 MeV in the barrel and E > 150 MeV in 
the endcaps; the drift chamber trigger is based on the number 
and topology of hit drift cells. A second-level cosmic-ray veto re-
jects events with at least two energy deposits above 30 MeV in the 
outermost calorimeter layer. The trigger time is determined by the 
first particle reaching the calorimeter and is synchronised with the 
DA�NE radio frequency signal. The time interval between bunch 
crossings is smaller than the time spread of the signals produced 
by the particles, thus the time of the bunch crossing originating 
the event, T0, is determined after event reconstruction and all the 
times related to that event are shifted accordingly. Data for re-
construction are selected by an on-line filter [11] to reject beam 
backgrounds. The filter also records the events into different out-
put files for analysis according to their properties and topology 
(event classification), 5% of the events are recorded without apply-
ing the filter to control the efficiency of the event classification.

3. Data sample and event preselection

Processes of interest for the analysis are simulated with the 
GEANFI Monte Carlo (MC) program [11] for an integrated lumi-
nosity equal to that of the data. All φ decays are generated accord-
ing to their branching fractions as well as other final states pro-
duced in e+e− annihilation. The operating conditions of DA�NE 
during data taking as well as measurements of beam parameters 
are included in the MC on a run-by-run basis. Calorimeter energy 
deposits and drift chamber hits from beam background acquired 
with a random trigger are overlaid onto the simulated events. The 
simulated events are processed with the same reconstruction algo-
rithms as the data.

Kaons from φ-meson decays are emitted in two opposite hemi-
spheres with mean decay path λS = 5.9 mm and λL = 3.4 m, thus 
about 50% of K L mesons reach the calorimeter before decaying. 
The velocity of the K L in the φ reference system is β∗ = 0.22. K S

mesons are tagged by K L interactions in the calorimeter, named 
K L -crash in the following, with a clear signature of a late signal of 
about 25 ns not associated to tracks. The following requirements 
are applied to select K L -crash:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Table 1
Number of data and simulated events after pre-
selection.

Events [103] Fraction [%]

Data 301646
MC 312019
K S → π+π− 301976 96.78
φ → K + K − 9566 3.07
K S → πeν 259 0.08
K S → πμν 140 0.04
K S → π0π0 30 0.01
Others 47 0.02

Fig. 1. Distribution of β∗ after preselection for data and simulated events.

• a cluster with energy Eclu > 100 MeV not associated to tracks 
(neutral cluster); the centroid of the neutral cluster defines the 
K L direction with a resolution of ∼1◦;

• polar angle of the neutral cluster 15◦ < θclu < 165◦ to suppress 
small-angle beam backgrounds;

• 0.17 < β∗ < 0.28 for the velocity in the φ reference system 
of the particle originating the neutral cluster; β∗ is obtained 
from the velocity in the laboratory system, β = rclu/ctclu, with 
tclu being the cluster time and rclu the distance from the nomi-
nal interaction point, the φ transverse momentum determined 
run-by-run and the angle between the φ momentum and the 
K L -crash direction.

Assuming the neutral kaon mass, the K S 4-momentum is defined 
by the K L -crash direction and the φ 4-momentum: P K S = Pφ −
P KL .

The K S → πμν candidates are selected requiring two tracks of 
opposite curvature forming a vertex inside the cylinder defined by

ρvtx =
√

x2
vtx + y2

vtx < 5 cm |zvtx| < 10 cm. (1)

In case more than one vertex is found, the closest to the inter-
action region is chosen. The above requirements define the event 
preselection.

After preselection, the data sample contains about 300 million 
events and its composition, as evaluated by simulation, is shown in 
Table 1. The large majority of events are K S → π+π− decays, and 
there is also a large contribution from φ → K +K − events where 
one kaon or its decay products generate a fake K L -crash and the 
other kaon decays early into π±π0.

The distribution of β∗ is shown in Fig. 1 for data and simu-
lated events. Two peaks are visible, the first is associated to events 
triggered by photons or electrons, and the second to events trig-
gered by charged pions. The trigger is synchronised with the bunch 
crossing and the time difference between a photon (or electron) 
and a pion (or muon) arriving at the calorimeter corresponds to a 
time shift of about one bunch-crossing.

4. Selection of signal and normalisation events

The selection of signal events is performed in two steps; first a 
selection based on the event kinematics using only tracking vari-
ables and then a selection based on the time-of-flight measured 
with the calorimeter. The two groups of variables are uncorrelated. 
In order to assign a time to the particles each track is associ-
ated to a cluster. The track-to-cluster association (TCA) is applied 
as follows: for each track connected to the vertex a cluster with 
Eclu > 20 MeV and 15◦ < θclu < 165◦ is required whose centroid 
is within 60 cm of the track extrapolation to the calorimeter front 
surface. The event is retained only if TCA is satisfied by both tracks.

Five variables with good discriminating power against back-
ground are used in a multivariate analysis. A boosted decision tree 
(BDT) classifier is built with the following variables:

	p1, 	p2: the tracks momenta;
α1,2: the angle at the vertex between the two momenta in the 

K S reference system;
αS L : the angle between 	psum = 	p1 + 	p2 and the K L -crash direc-

tion;
�p: the difference between |	psum| and the absolute value |	pK S |

of the K S momentum determined using the tagging K L ;
mππ : the invariant mass reconstructed from 	p1 and 	p2, in the 

hypothesis of charged-pion mass.

The distributions of the variables are shown in Fig. 2 for data and 
simulated events.

After preselection two cuts are applied to suppress the back-
ground in the tails of the distributions:

p < 320 MeV for both tracks and �p < 190 MeV. (2)

The training of the BDT classifier is done on a simulated sam-
ple of 5,000 K S → πμν events and a sample of 50,000 background 
events; samples of the same size are used for the test. After train-
ing and test the classification is run on all events of the MC 
and data sample. The distribution of the BDT classifier output is 
shown in Fig. 3 for data and simulated events. The data distribu-
tion is well reproduced by simulation in the region populated by 
the signal. To suppress the large background of K S → π+π− and 
φ → K +K − events, a cut is applied

B DT > 0.18 (3)

chosen to maximise the ratio S/
√

S + B where S and B are the 
signal and background yields.

The selected events contain ππ , Kπ , eπ track pairs for the 
main backgrounds and μπ for the signal. A selection based on 
time-of-flight measurement is performed to identify μπ pairs. 
For each track associated to a cluster, the difference between the 
time measured by the calorimeter and the time-of-flight measured 
along the particle trajectory

δti = tclu,i − Li/cβi i = 1,2

is computed, where tclu,i is the time of the cluster associated to 

track i, Li is the length of the track, and βi = pi/

√
p2

i + m2
i is func-

tion of the mass hypothesis for track i. To reduce the uncertainty 
due to the T0 determination, the difference

δt1,2 = δt1 − δt2
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Fig. 2. Distributions of the variables used in the multivariate analysis for data and simulated events after preselection. From top left: track momenta (p1, p2), angle between 
the two tracks in the K S reference system (α1,2), angle between KL and K S directions (αS L ), two-track invariant mass in the hypothesis of charged pions (mππ ), �p =
|	psum| − |	pK S |.
is used to determine the mass assignment to the tracks. The ππ

hypothesis is tested first, the distribution of δtππ = δt1,π − δt2,π is 
shown in Fig. 4 (left). A fair agreement is observed between data 
and simulation, the K S → πμν and K S → πeν distributions are 
well separated and the K + K − background is isolated in the tails of 
the distribution, however the signal is hidden under a large K S →
π+π− background. To reduce the background a cut is applied

1 ns < |δtππ | < 3 ns. (4)

The πμ hypothesis is tested by assuming the pion and muon 
mass for either track
δtπμ = δt1,π − δt2,μ and δtμπ = δt1,μ − δt2,π .

The two-dimensional (δtπμ, δtμπ ) distribution for simulated sig-
nal events shows that the correct mass assignment corresponds 
to the smaller absolute value of the two hypotheses. The distribu-
tion of the signed value of δtμ = min

[|δtπμ|, |δtμπ |] is shown in 
Fig. 4 (right) for data and simulated events. The distribution for 
the signal is narrow and peaked at zero while it is broader for the 
backgrounds. A final cut is applied

|δtμ| < 0.5 ns. (5)
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the BDT classifier output for data and simulated events.

Table 2
Number of events after the δtμ selection for 
data and simulated events.

Events Fraction [%]

Data 38686
MC 36444
K S → π+π− 25853 70.9
φ → K + K − 475 1.30
K S → πeν 448 1.23
K S → πμν 9424 25.9
Others 244 0.7

Table 3
Result of the fit to the m2

μ distribution.

Fraction Events

πμν 0.23 7223 ± 180
π+π− 0.77 23764 ± 270

Total 30987

The number of surviving events in the data sample is 38686 
and its composition as evaluated by simulation is listed in Table 2. 
After the mass assignment to the two tracks the invariant mass of 
the charged particle identified as the muon is evaluated as

m2
μ = (

E K S − Eπ − pmiss
)2 − p2

μ

with p2
miss = (	pK S − 	pπ − 	pμ)2, E K S and 	pK S being the energy and 

momentum reconstructed using the tagging K L , and 	pπ , 	pμ , the 
momenta of the candidate pion and muon track.

The number of signal events is extracted with a fit to the m2
μ

distribution with the MC shapes of three components: K S → πμν , 
K S → π+π− and the sum of all other backgrounds. The fit is per-
formed in the range −6000 < m2

μ < 24000 MeV2 with 48 degrees 
of freedom. The third component, which is peaked around m2

e , is 
constrained to a negligible value by the fit. Fig. 5 shows the dis-
tribution of m2

μ for data, simulated events and the fit, and Table 3
presents the result of the fit. The number of signal events is

Nπμν = 7223 ± 180 with χ2/ndf = 30/48.

The normalisation sample of K S → π+π− events is selected by 
requiring 140 < p < 280 MeV for both tracks (Fig. 2). This require-
ment selects Nππ = (282.314 ± 0.017) × 106 events with a purity 
of 99.9% as determined by simulation.
5. Determination of efficiencies

The branching fraction for the K S → πμν decay is evaluated as

B(K S → πμν) = Nπμν

επμν
× εππ

Nππ
× Rε × B(K S → π+π−), (6)

where Nπμν and Nππ are the numbers of K S → πμν and K S →
π+π− events, επμν and εππ are the respective selection efficien-
cies, and Rε is the ratio of the efficiencies for the trigger, on-line 
filter and preselection for the two decays.

The signal selection efficiency is determined with K L → πμν

control samples (CS) and evaluated as

επμν = εCS × εMC
πμν

εMC
CS

, (7)

where εCS is the efficiency of the control sample and εMC
πμν , εMC

CS are 
the efficiencies obtained from simulation for the signal and control 
samples, respectively.

The K L → πμν decay [12,13] is kinematically identical to the 
signal, the only difference being the much longer decay path. For 
the control sample the tagging is done with K S → π+π− decays, 
preselected in the same way as for the signal sample with the 
additional cut |mππ − mK 0 | < 15 MeV to increase the purity. The 
radial distance of the K L vertex is required to be smaller than 5 cm 
to match the signal selection, but greater than 1 cm to minimise 
the ambiguity in identifying the K L and K S vertices. The control 
sample is composed mainly of K L → πeν , K L → π+π−π0 and 
K L → πμν decays, while most of K L → π0π0π0 decays are re-
jected by the requirement of two tracks. The distribution of the 
missing mass, m2

miss, of the two tracks connected to the K L vertex, 
assigning the charged-pion mass, shows a narrow isolated peak 
at the π0 mass; a cut m2

miss < 15000 MeV2 efficiently rejects the 
K L → π+π−π0 decays. The number of events in the control sam-
ple is 911757.

In order to evaluate the signal selection efficiency, two control 
samples are used, one selected based on kinematic variables and 
the other based on time-of-flight (TOF), the two groups of variables 
being largely uncorrelated.

The control sample for evaluating the efficiencies of the selec-
tion with kinematic variables and BDT classifier is selected apply-
ing a cut on the two-dimensional (δtπμ, δtμπ ) distribution that 
removes most of the K L → πeν events. The purity of the sample 
as determined with simulation is 86%. The resolutions in the mea-
surement of the tagging K S (control sample) are similar to those of 
the tagging K L (signal sample) and the same BDT classifier is used 
for both samples. The BDT MC distributions for the signal and con-
trol sample are compared in Fig. 6 (left). Applying to the control 
sample the same selections as for the signal, the efficiencies eval-
uated with Eq. (7) are

ε(kinem. sel.) = 0.982 ± 0.004stat and

ε(BDT) = 0.417 ± 0.003stat.

To evaluate TCA and TOF efficiencies for the signal, the T0 de-
termination using the earlier among the two clusters associated 
with the K S decay has to be considered. The control sample se-
lection therefore requires the earliest cluster to be associated with 
one of charged secondary particles from K L decay and a cut on the 
(mππ , m2

miss) distribution to reject K L → πeν events. The purity of 
the sample as determined with simulation is 87%. The MC distri-
butions of δtμ for the signal and control sample are compared in 
Fig. 6 (right). Applying to the control sample the analysis proce-
dure as for the signal the efficiencies evaluated with Eq. (7) are
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Fig. 4. Distributions of δtππ (left) and δtμ (right) for data and simulated events.

Fig. 5. The m2
μ distribution for data, MC signal and background (left); comparison of data with the fit (right).

Fig. 6. Normalised Monte Carlo distributions of the BDT classifier output (left) and δtμ (right) for KL → πμν and K S → πμν events.
ε(TCA) = 0.347 ± 0.002stat and ε(TOF) = 0.392 ± 0.003stat.

The correction factors in Eq. (7) differ from one by less than 10% 
but for ε(TOF) where it differs by 20%.

The tails of the m2
μ distribution in Fig. 5 (left) are not included 

in the fit to improve its stability, the relative efficiency is 0.991 ±
0.001.

The signal selection efficiencies are summarised in Table 4
where only the statistical errors are shown. Combining the values 
accounting for the correlation of the control samples we obtain 
επμν = 0.0552 ± 0.0005.
Table 4
Efficiencies for the signal selections. The errors 
are statistical, the error of the total efficiency ac-
counts for the correlation of the control samples.

Selection Efficiency

Kinematic selection 0.982 ± 0.004
BDT selection 0.417 ± 0.003
TCA selection 0.347 ± 0.002
TOF selection 0.392 ± 0.003
FIT range 0.991 ± 0.001

Total 0.0552 ± 0.0005
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Table 5
Contributions to the ratio of efficiencies Rε in 
Eq. (6). The error on Rε is calculated as the 
quadratic sum of the errors of the single ratios.

Selection Rε

Trigger 1.0649 ± 0.0005
On-line filter 1.0113 ± 0.0002
Event classification 1.1406 ± 0.0007
T0 determination 1.0135 ± 0.0002
KL -crash and β∗ 1.1283 ± 0.0022
K S identification 1.0481 ± 0.0012

Rε 1.472 ± 0.004

The ratio Rε in Eq. (6) accounts for several effects all depend-
ing on the global properties of the event: trigger, on-line filter, 
event classification, T0 determination, K L -crash and K S identifica-
tion. The various contributions to Rε evaluated with simulation are 
listed in Table 5 where only the statistical errors are shown.

The efficiency of the K S → π+π− normalisation sample is 
measured using the preselected data by varying the cut on the ver-
tex transverse position, as in Eq. (1), in 1 cm steps from ρmax

vtx = 1
cm to ρmax

vtx = 4 cm, based on the observation that ρvtx and the 
tracks momenta are very loosely correlated. Using Eq. (7) and 
extrapolating to ρmax

vtx = 5 cm the efficiency is εππ = (96.569 ±
0.004)%. Alternatively, the efficiency is evaluated using the K S →
π+π− data sample (with ρmax

vtx = 5 cm): εππ = (96.657 ± 0.002)%. 
The latter value is used as the efficiency and the difference be-
tween the two values is taken as systematic uncertainty. The num-
ber of K S → π+π− events corrected for the efficiency is

Nππ/εππ = (292.08 ± 0.27) × 106.

6. Systematic uncertainties

Three main systematic uncertainties affect the signal count: 
BDT and time-of-flight selection, and the m2

μ fit.
The distributions of the BDT classifier output for the data and 

simulated signal and control sample events are in good agreement 
as shown in Figs. 3 and 6. The resolution of the BDT variable 
predicted by simulation comparing the reconstructed events with 
those at generation level is σBDT = 0.005. The analysis is repeated 
varying the BDT cut of Eq. (3), the number of signal events is found 
to be stable and the rms value of the differences corresponds to a 
relative uncertainty of 0.3%.

The main source of uncertainty in the TOF selection is the cut 
on δtππ in Eq. (4) because the signal and background distributions 
in Fig. 4 (left) are steep and with opposite slopes; the subsequent 
selection on δtμ in Eq. (5) has a minor effect. The resolution of 
the δtππ variable evaluated with simulation and K S → π+π− data 
control samples is 0.27 ns. The analysis is repeated varying the 
δtππ lower cut in the range 0.5–1.25 ns, the rms value of the dif-
ferences corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 3.0%. This is the 
main systematic uncertainty affecting the measurement.

The fit to the mμ2 distribution in Fig. 5 is repeated varying the 
range and the bin size. The relative systematic uncertainty on the 
number of events is 0.3% obtained shifting the range by five bins 
on either side and increasing the bin size by a factor of two.

The statistical uncertainties of the simulation signal and control 
samples, and of the data control sample contribute with a relative 
uncertainty of 0.8% (Table 4).

The dependence of Rε on systematic effects has been stud-
ied in previous analyses for different K S decays selected with 
the K L -crash method: K S → π+π− and K S → π0π0 [14], and 
K S → πeν [15]. The systematic uncertainties are evaluated by a 
comparison of data with simulation, as described in the following.
Table 6
Summary of systematic uncertainties of εππ , επμν and Rε .

Source εππ [%] επμν [%] Rε [%]

K S → π+π− selection 0.1

BDT selection 0.3
TOF selection 3.0
Fit m2

μ distribution 0.3
MC and data CS statistics 0.8

Trigger 0.1
T0 determination <0.1
KL -crash and β∗ 0.1
K S identification 1.7

Total 0.1 3.1 1.7

Trigger – Two triggers are used for recording the events, the 
calorimeter trigger and the drift chamber trigger. The validation of 
the MC relative efficiency is derived from the comparison of the 
single-trigger and coincidence rates with the data. The data over 
MC ratio is 0.999 with negligible error.

On-line filter and event classification – The event classification 
produces different streams for the analyses. The K L K S stream se-
lects events based on the properties of K S and K L decays. In more 
than 99% of the cases the events are selected based on the K S de-
cay topology and the K L -crash signature and differences between 
MC and data are accounted for in the systematic uncertainties de-
rived below for the K S identification and K L -crash.

T0 – The systematic uncertainty is evaluated analysing the data 
and MC T0 distributions for the decays with the most different 
timing properties: K S → π+π− and K S → π0π0 [14]. The data 
over MC ratios is one with an uncertainty of less than 0.1%.

K L -crash and β∗ selection – The systematic uncertainty is 
evaluated comparing data and simulated events tagged by K S →
π+π− and K S → π0π0 decays which have different timing and 
topology characteristics. The data over MC ratio is 1.001 with neg-
ligible error.

K S identification – The systematic uncertainty due to the re-
quirement of two tracks forming a vertex in the cylinder defined 
by Eq. (1) is evaluated separately for signal and normalisation 
samples. The first is evaluated with K L → πμν events selected 
with the same vertex requirements as for the signal but tagged by 
K S → π0π0 decays. For the K S → π+π− sample the efficiency is 
evaluated by tagging with K L -crash and removing the requirement 
of the vertex. Combining the two values gives a data over MC ra-
tio of 1.002 ± 0.017 where the error is due to the purity of the 
samples.

The Rε total systematic uncertainty is estimated by combining 
the data over MC ratios and amounts to 1.7%.

Including the systematic uncertainties the factors in Eq. (6) are:

επμν = 0.0552 ± 0.0017 and Rε = 1.472 ± 0.025.

All systematic uncertainties are summarised in Table 6.

7. Result

From Eq. (6) with Nπμν = 7223 ± 180, Nππ/εππ = (292.08 ±
0.27) × 106, the values of the efficiencies επμν = 0.0552 ± 0.0017, 
Rε = 1.472 ± 0.025, and the value B(K S → π+π−) = 0.69196 ±
0.00051 measured by KLOE [15], we derive the branching fraction

B(K S → πμν) = (4.56 ± 0.11stat ± 0.17syst) × 10−4

= (4.56 ± 0.20) × 10−4.

This is the first measurement of this decay mode and completes 
the set of kaon semileptonic decays. The branching fraction for 
K S(K L) → π�ν decay is related to the weak coupling constant and 
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V us through the relation

B(K S → π�ν) = G2| f+(0)V us|2
192π3

τsm
5
K I�K SEW(1 + δK�

EM)2 (8)

where f+(0) is the hadronic form factor at zero momentum trans-
fer, mK and τS are the K S mass and lifetime, I�K is the phase space 
integral, SEW is the short-distance electroweak correction [17]
and δK�

EM is the long-distance electromagnetic correction [18,19]. 
Assuming universality of the kaon–lepton coupling the expected 
value [4] is

B(K S → πμν)PDG = B(K S → πeν) × R(I�K ) × (1 + δ
Kμ
EM )2

(1 + δK e
EM)2

= (4.69 ± 0.06) × 10−4

as derived from the value of the branching fraction B(K S → πeν)

measured by KLOE [15] and the ratio R(I�K ) of the phase space 
integrals for the semileptonic decays K L → πμν and K L → πeν
measured by KTeV [16].

Inverting Eq. (8) and using IμK = 0.10262 ± 47 [3] we derive

| f+(0)V us|K S→πμν = 0.2126 ± 0.0046.

The ratio to the value for K S → πeν decay, | f+(0)V us|K S →πeν =
0.2153 ± 14 [3], allows to confirm the assumption of kaon–lepton 
coupling universality

rμe = | f+(0)V us|2K S→πμν

| f+(0)V us|2K S→πeν

= 0.975 ± 0.044.

These results are consistent with those determined for the other 
kaon semileptonic decays [1,3] though less precise mainly due to 
the intrinsic limitations related to μ–π discrimination in the mo-
mentum range 100–250 MeV.

8. Conclusion

A measurement of the branching fraction for the decay K S →
πμν is presented based on data collected with the KLOE ex-
periment at the DA�NE e+e− collider corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 1.6 fb−1. The φ → K L K S decays are exploited 
to select samples of pure and quasi-monochromatic K S mesons 
and data control samples of K L → πμν decays. The K S → πμν
decays are selected by a boosted decision tree built with kine-
matic variables and by a measurement of time-of-flight. The ef-
ficiencies for detecting the K S → πμν decays are derived from 
K L → πμν data control samples. A fit to the m2

μ distribution 
finds 7223 ± 180 signal events. Normalising to K S → π+π− decay 
events, the result for the branching fraction is B(K S → πμν) =
(4.56 ± 0.11stat ± 0.17syst) × 10−4 to be compared with the ex-
pected value of (4.69 ± 0.06) × 10−4 assuming lepton-flavour uni-
versality.
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